Influence of plate fixation on cervical height and alignment after one- or two-level anterior cervical discectomy and fusion.
To evaluate the efficacy of plate fixation on cervical alignment after anterior cervical discectomy and fusion (ACDF) using a stand-alone cage (ACDF-CA), compared to ACDF performed using a cage and plate fixation (ACDF-CP) and ACDF using autologous iliac bone graft and plate fixation (ACDF-AP), for the treatment of one- or two-level cervical degenerative disease. A second objective was to assess the clinical and radiological outcomes between the groups. A total of 247 patients underwent ACDF and were divided into three groups: those who underwent ACDF-CA (n = 76), ACDF-CP (n = 82) or ACDF-AP (n = 89). Fusion rate and time-to-fusion, global cervical and segmental angle, fused segment height, subsidence rate, and clinical outcomes, were measured using the visual analogue scale (VAS), Oswestry Neck Disability Index (NDI), and Robinson's criteria, assessed preoperatively, immediately postoperatively, and at least 24 months, postoperatively. ACDF-AP was associated with the shortest mean time-to-fusion, followed by ACDF-CP and ACDF-CA. Compared to the preoperative status, the fused segment height and segmental angle increased in all groups immediately postoperatively, being well-maintained in patients who underwent ACDF-AP, while decreasing in those who underwent ACDF-CP and ACDF-CA procedures. Global cervical lordosis increased with ACDF-AP, but decreased immediately postoperatively with ACDF-CP and ACDF-CA, and at the final follow-up. Univariate analysis confirmed that a change in fused segment height was positively associated with a change in both segmental and global cervical angles. Clinical outcomes, namely VAS and NDI scores, as well as Robinson's criteria, were comparable among the three techniques. Supplementation with plate fixation, especially using autologous iliac bone graft, is beneficial for maintaining the fused segment height and cervical spine curvature, as well as reducing time-to-fusion and subsidence rate.